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The recent literature identified that certain types of smooth floors and flooring materials showed good slip-resistance performance under moderately contaminated situations such as water wet and soapsuds-covered conditions. However, topographic structures of such flat floor/walkway surfaces are significantly changed by wear and tear developments with continuous ambulation. A number of reasons seem to be involved in flooring wear developments, but such changes may result in substantial losses of slip resistance (or traction) functions. Even though the importance of this issue is wide, it is scarce to find any systematic investigations on tribophysical characteristics of smooth floors (<10 µm in \( R_a \) roughness) and their wear impacts on traction performance. Moreover, it is difficult to find studies on wear progress of floors and its impacts on pedestrian fall safety assessments. This study focuses on exploring wear activities of smooth resilient floors and disclosing wear consequences on traction properties. To measure slip-resistance features and investigate wear advances of smooth resilient floors, dynamic friction tests were carried out amongst purposely arranged 4 flat specimens (polymethyl methacrylate: PMMA) and 3 shoes. Wear formations and progressions of the PMMA surfaces were methodically evaluated by observing surface profiles during the tests. The test outcomes evidently presented that initial surface features of the PMMA specimens were significantly modified by primary-, secondary-, and shared-wear mechanisms and significantly influenced traction performance. This study may have design applications for the safety enhancements of smooth floors/footpaths to preclude pedestrian fall incidents.

1. Introduction

Pedestrian pavements and floors must be well-located and deliver safe environments at all levels of physical activities and events. They should be accessible and offer comfortable and pleasurable walking experiences. They are also likely to largely affecting the outputs and operations of industries and organizations [1]. Thus, floors and floor coverings should be constructed to deliver safe ambulatory conditions and right slip-resistance functions under any slick situation. To achieve those goals, they have to be cautiously prearranged and assessed as they comprise performance conditions for construction resources and are a primary issue for the design of floors [2].

Because abundant choices of building materials and products for walkways and footpaths are offered on the market, choosing the best floors and floor coverings for a particular business or industry category would be one of the most difficult missions to determine safety and stability over time periods [1]. Amongst a variety of flooring choices, a smooth floor and floor covering such as vinyl is one of the most affordable resilient building materials and solutions accessible [3]. Because of versatility, low maintenance, high durability, comfort underfoot, and more moisture-resistant features than many alternative materials, vinyl and vinyl materials turn out to be a popular flooring choice [4]. Vinyl floorings also become a valued design tool for many interior designers and architects, particularly those devising for heavy-traffic places [5]. For example, hospitals, nursing homes, commercial kitchens, and light industrial premises are popular areas for the usage of vinyl floorings. Regardless of the advantages of material characteristics, versatilities, low maintenance, and popularities, vinyl floorings are susceptible to chips, warping, and scratches. Such damages can
begin to appear from the stage of initial installation, especially in high travelling areas so extra care is required to maintain the aesthetics.

Another challenging concern is about controlling and maintaining texture conditions of the floor surfaces because they seem to be continuously modified by abundant reasons such as maturing, erosion, fouling, and sustaining [1, 6]. Accordingly, gradual wear and damage progress are inevitable and may significantly impact on traction functions [7–10]. This issue was reported by several studies in the views of profile roughness, textures, and friction properties [11–17]. However, inclusive investigates on flooring wear behaviours and effects on pedestrian fall safety assessments are scared to find in the literature [18–21]. In particular, flooring wear mechanisms and impacts on skid resistance performance were not methodically explored [1, 7–10]. The recent literature highlighted that smooth surfaces (<10 μm in $R_z$ roughness) showed good slip-resistance functioning against dry and moderately lubricated surroundings such as water wet and soapsuds-covered foamy situations [7, 9, 10]. Functional ranges of the floor surface roughness signified that coarser floors and/or coarsening surfaces would not always require enhancing slip-resistance properties [7, 9, 10]. Hence, it becomes evident that walkways need disparate roughness for diverse walking environments to manage walkway slipperiness successfully. Those findings clearly suggest that traction properties of the smooth floors need advance investigations to comprehend their tribological features and impacts on traction functioning.

The purpose of the present study is to identify friction and wear developments of smooth floors and recognize their consequences on traction functioning. The main theoretical approach was based on the previous study for flooring wear behaviours and a paradigm to explore friction and wear mechanisms of smooth metal specimens with slip-resistance measurements [1]. Although the flooring wear model was developed from hard metal materials, the current study is intended to verify the model with totally different types of flooring material such as resilient ones.

To observe wear activities and progresses of the smooth resilient floor surfaces with slip-resistance properties, laboratory-based skid resistance tests were executed amongst deliberately arranged 4 polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA or acrylic) sheets and three shoes. Selection of the PMMA specimens was projected to eliminate any commercial type of floorings and floor materials, provide objective measures of frictional properties, and identify wear behaviours of vinyl-type flooring materials during the tests. Original and tested surfaces of the PMMA samples were expansively analyzed by measuring surface profiles and observing surface structures to recognize wear behaviours and growths before and after the tests. For the observation of surface structures, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) was operated to detect structure alterations and wear advances of the PMMA samples before and after the tests.

Overall outcomes confirmed the wear model for floor surfaces suggested in the previous study [1, 8] and attested that a series of primary- and secondary-wear mechanisms were mainly caused to wear evolutions of the smooth resilient surfaces. The significance of flooring wear advances due to repeated friction events and impacts on skid resistance controls were clearly recognised as well. Findings from this study may apply for the design enhancements and the development of new flooring products for walkways and footpaths to avoid pedestrian fall incidents.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Floor and Shoe Samples. To impartially measure slip-resistance properties and understand tribophysical characteristics of vinyl-type flooring surfaces, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA or acrylic) sheets were deliberated for dynamic friction measurements. The PMMA sheets were arranged by a shot-blasting method to create dissimilar surface texture. 4 changed levels of blasting intensities and durations were applied to clean PMMA sheets (dimension: 11.0 × 17.0 cm). The shot-blasted PMMA surfaces were airbrushed to eliminate any fine dry particles and maintained in glass containers for the tests. After the flooring samples were prepared, they were labelled as PMMA1 to PMMA4 according to their coarseness scales. Figure 1 shows photographic images of the finished surfaces of PMMA sheets before the tests.

For shoe samples, 3 new shoes: polyurethane, PVC, and nitrile rubber were employed for the tests. They had different hardness scales and heel/sole types: polyurethane (50 Shore A Hardness), PVC (65 ± 5 Shore A Hardness), and nitrile rubber (70 ± 5 Shore A Hardness). Each shoe sole/heel was fully cleaned with demineralised waters and stored in plastic containers for the tests.

2.2. Dynamic Friction Tester and Test Conditions. Dynamic friction tests were executed by using a pendulum-type hydraulic friction device [1, 7, 8]. This device was developed to emulate foot movements during ambulatory actions such as heel strikes and initial slips. It can measure skid conditions as a coefficient of dynamic friction (DFC) [1, 7, 8]. A loading force was retained about 350 N and a skidding speed was operated at 40 cm/sec in accordance with walking tests [1, 4, 5]. A shoe strike angle of 9° was also designated by the earlier walking trials [1, 7, 8].

The tests were performed under clean and dry environments to remove any compounding influences rather than floor and shoe specimens themselves. This controlled test condition was intended to investigate topographic features of the PMMA surfaces by repeated sliding friction-induced wear developments and identify their controls on skid resistance functioning during the tests.

The skid-resistance tests were also conducted from the flattest surface (PMMA1) to the coarsest one (PMMA4) along with the roughness levels of variations in the PMMA specimens. This test arrangement was deliberate to investigate wear advances of the PMMA surfaces and lessen early ravages on the PMMA ones during the tests. The shoe specimens were also arranged by the order of shoe hardness scales: Polyurethane shoe (50 Shore A Hardness) to nitrile rubber one (70 ± 5 Shore A Hardness).
Each floor-shoe pair was tested by two stages to observe surface changes and wear progress of the PMMA surfaces. The three shoes were tested 10 times against the PMMA surfaces and retested another 10 times against the rubbed PMMA ones. Both floor and shoe surfaces were carefully dusted with a soft brush to eliminate freed particles after a single skidding.

2.3. Measuring Surface Profiles. A laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM, Bio-Rad MRC-600) was employed to quantify the profile roughness of PMMA specimens before and after the tests [22]. Figure 2 shows a photographic image of the LSCM used for this study. The images of x-z axial “slices” were created by a sequence of parallel line scans, whilst the sample was stepped by perpendicularly in the z-direction with a step size of 0.1 \( \mu \text{m} \) [22].

The surface roughness of each PMMA specimen was assessed three times at five different locations, and its mean values were adopted for the further investigations. The profile roughness parameters were chosen by findings from the previous studies [1, 7–10, 23, 24]. Full information on the surface roughness parameters is uncovered in the published studies [25, 26]. Table 1 outlines the final surface conditions and roughness features of each PMMA sheet before the tests. The measured roughness parameters present topographic structures of the resultant surfaces for each PMMA specimen.

2.4. Observing Surface Structures. A stereoscanning electron microscope (SEM: XL 30, Philips) was used to cautiously examine the surfaces of PMMA samplings before and after the tests. The microscopic works were also proposed to support profile roughness data, recognize wear mechanisms, and detect wear progress of the PMMA surfaces after the friction tests.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Results

3.1.1. Slip-Resistance Performance. Figure 3 displays results of skid-resistance performance amongst the 4 PMMA samples and 3 shoes. The DFCs were plotted against the surface roughness (\( R_a \) parameter) of four PMMA specimens between the two stages of dynamic friction tests. As found in Figure 3, the DFCs were largely changed after the two stages of tests except for the case of the PVC-PMMA groups.

All the PMMA-shoe combinations disclosed high traction performance (DFCs > 0.8) but showed different slip-resistance trends. For example, after the first ten rubbings (first test), the performance of slip resistance showed the following rank order: polyurethane > nitrile rubber > PVC shoes against the PMMA surfaces. However, the slip-resistance performance presented a different rank order: PVC > polyurethane = nitrile rubber after the second ten rubbings (second test).

The DFCs were clearly decreased by 23% to 28% for the polyurethane shoe and about 5% for the nitrile rubber one against each PMMA surface, respectively. In contrast, the DFCs of the PVC shoe were largely improved by 15 to 37% against each PMMA surface.
Table 1: Measurement results of the surface roughness parameters for the PMMA specimens before (BDFT) and after the dynamic friction tests (ADFT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test condition and changing rate</th>
<th>PMMA specimen</th>
<th>( R_a ) (µm)</th>
<th>( R_q ) (µm)</th>
<th>( R_{tm} ) (µm)</th>
<th>( R_{pm} ) (µm)</th>
<th>( R_{vm} ) (µm)</th>
<th>( \Delta ) (°)</th>
<th>( R_{sk} ) (°)</th>
<th>( R_{kr} ) (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BDFT</td>
<td>PMMA1</td>
<td>2.330</td>
<td>3.121</td>
<td>16.817</td>
<td>6.483</td>
<td>-7.492</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>-0.432</td>
<td>1.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMMA2</td>
<td>3.769</td>
<td>4.756</td>
<td>22.316</td>
<td>8.968</td>
<td>-9.483</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>-0.256</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMMA3</td>
<td>4.213</td>
<td>5.212</td>
<td>23.299</td>
<td>8.930</td>
<td>-10.968</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>-0.202</td>
<td>-0.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMMA4</td>
<td>4.837</td>
<td>6.082</td>
<td>27.800</td>
<td>11.745</td>
<td>-11.175</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMMA1</td>
<td>1.477</td>
<td>1.973</td>
<td>15.860</td>
<td>4.882</td>
<td>-3.645</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>1.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMMA2</td>
<td>1.895</td>
<td>2.543</td>
<td>16.829</td>
<td>5.640</td>
<td>-4.303</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>2.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMMA3</td>
<td>2.190</td>
<td>3.033</td>
<td>20.307</td>
<td>6.204</td>
<td>-5.236</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>2.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMMA4</td>
<td>2.933</td>
<td>3.807</td>
<td>23.293</td>
<td>6.438</td>
<td>-6.037</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>1.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADFT</td>
<td>PMMA1</td>
<td>36.61</td>
<td>36.78</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>51.35</td>
<td>43.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMMA2</td>
<td>49.72</td>
<td>46.53</td>
<td>24.59</td>
<td>37.11</td>
<td>54.62</td>
<td>38.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMMA3</td>
<td>48.02</td>
<td>41.81</td>
<td>12.84</td>
<td>30.53</td>
<td>52.26</td>
<td>32.35</td>
<td>-0.234{superscript}9 (BDFT)</td>
<td>0.232{superscript}10 (BDFT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMMA4</td>
<td>39.36</td>
<td>37.41</td>
<td>16.21</td>
<td>45.19</td>
<td>45.98</td>
<td>36.07</td>
<td>0.227{superscript}11 (ADFT)</td>
<td>2.085{superscript}12 (ADFT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing rate of surface roughness parameters (%)</td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>43.43</td>
<td>40.63</td>
<td>14.83</td>
<td>34.38</td>
<td>51.05</td>
<td>37.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. dev.</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>8.81</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 2: The photographic image of the laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM, Bio-Rad MRC-600) used for this study.

Figure 3: A result of dynamic skid-resistance measurements between the four PMMA specimens and three shoes: (1) average of first ten rubbings and (2) average of second ten rubbings, respectively.
3.1.2. Wear Evaluations: Measuring Surface Profiles. Table 1 presents the consequences of profile roughness parameters of the PMMA samplings. As clearly shown in Table 1, all the profile roughness parameters underwent large changes from the initial states to the rubbed ones. $R_{\text{pm}}$ (maximum mean depth height) was significantly decreased by over 51% after the tests. This result showed the largest reduction amongst the assessed profile roughness parameters from this study. On the contrary, $R_{\text{vm}}$ roughness parameter (maximum mean peak-to-valley height) presented the least change (average 14.83%) after the tests. As also found in Table 1, the initial PMMA surfaces had fairly negative profiles indicating the predominance of valley areas. After the tests, $R_{\text{sk}}$ and $R_{\text{kv}}$ of PMMA surfaces were largely transformed into positively skewed ones (on average from −0.234 to 0.227 for $R_{\text{sk}}$ and from 0.232 to 2.085 for $R_{\text{kr}}$, respectively).

3.1.3. Wear Evaluations: Observing Surface Structures

(1) Wear Observation. As shown in Figure 1, the micrographs for each PMMA specimen visibly revealed that a number of small indented asperities covered the initial surfaces thus produced negatively skewed topographic structures. These surface features seemed to be caused by the shot-blasting process to roughen the PMMA specimens. After the tests, however, the PMMA surfaces experienced extensive wear developments.

Figure 4 shows the sample photoelectron micrographs for the PMMA surfaces after the tests. Major outcomes on wear behaviours of the PMMA surfaces are condensed as follows:

(1) Bulky amounts of wear products were found on the tested surface trails, depending upon the profile roughness of the PMMA samples
(2) Repetitive rubbings caused to the relocation of polymer fragments from the shoe surfaces to the PMMA ones
(3) Wear transfers were frequently discovered in the wide valley regions of the PMMA surfaces
(4) Irregular-shaped and dissimilar-sized wear particles were often detected in the cracked and wedged surface regions of PMMA samples
(5) Relocated wear debris and particles did not severely sheath the top asperities of PMMA surfaces

(2) Wear Fragments and Particles. Figure 5 shows instances of wear products formed at top asperities and basin regions of the PMMA surfaces after the tests. The major disparities in wear behaviours amongst the four PMMA samples appear to be instigated by two key causes: original roughness features of the PMMA surfaces and rubbed shoe classes. Most of the wear products are found in the forms of uneven shapes and patterns, and the diverse sizes of fragments and particles which fill the asperity crevices in a number of different locations.

3.2. Discussion

3.2.1. Observation of Slip-Resistance Performance. Measured DFC outcomes amongst the 4 PMMA samples and 3 shoes showed high skid-resistance functioning during two sets of dynamic friction measurements (Figure 3). However, there were different developments in the overall slip-resistance operations. For example, as found in Figure 3, the PMMA2 ($R_d = 3.769 \mu m$) presented the highest slip resistance than the other three PMMA specimens against all the three shoes. This result indicated that there were strong interfacial interactions amongst the PMMA2 surface and three shoes than any other shoe-PMMA combination.

It was also found that the DFCs between the PMMA4 ($R_d = 4.837 \mu m$) and three shoes showed a converging fashion after the test (Figure 3). This consequence signified that heavy growths of early wear behaviours were settled down at the PMMA4. This emerging trend was also observed in the recent studies which measured DFCs amongst the four metal samples and three shoes but was even stronger in the case of PMMA surfaces than the metal ones. Because the PMMA specimens have a lower elastic modulus than the general flooring material types including metals, there seems to be a strong possibility that plastic deformations have rather severely occurred in the PMMA surfaces than the case of metal ones. This aspect of wear behaviours needs advance investigations to fully realize their mechanisms and prolonged impacts on slip-resistance operations with other types of smooth floors and flooring materials.

Although many causes and different factors were involved in the flooring wear developments, it became evident that variations in the topographic aspects of smooth floors were accompanied by intensive wear progress and accordingly caused to changes on traction performance. Therefore, surface finishes of the floors, especially soft and smooth floors and flooring materials, should be periodically monitored with their slip resistance properties to effectively control and prevent pedestrian fall incidence.

3.2.2. Recognition of Wear Developments. Findings from the surface profile measurements and surface structure observations evidently showed clear proofs of wear progress of the PMMA surfaces after the tests. Figure 6 shows an example of the tested track at a sliding line of a PMMA surface with a roughness profile and a micrographic image. The measured surface profile roughness visibly proved that the surface structure of the rubbed PMMA sample was largely modified after the test. This change was found not only in the first phase of skid-resistance tests between the fresh PMMA samples where the surface roughness was as created by blasting preparations and the three shoes but also in the second phase of skid-resistance tests between the 4 rubbed PMMA specimens, where the surface roughness was evolved by wear behaviours, and the 3 shoes.

Microscopic works also clearly identified robust regional wear developments on the tested PMMA surfaces (Figures 4 and 5). Recurrent regional rubbings seemed to create clean microgrooves instigated by forced distortions and/or microcuttings without any substance relocations. Surface
Figure 4: Photoelectron micrographs for the four PMMA surfaces rubbed alongside the three shoes after the dynamic friction tests (ADFT): (a) PMMA1, (b) PMMA2, (c) PMMA3, and (d) PMMA4.

Figure 5: Photoelectron micrographs for the wear particles from rubbed tracks of the PMMA surfaces after the dynamic friction tests (ADFT): (a) PMMA1, (b) PMMA2, (c) PMMA3, and (d) PMMA4.
asperities of the PMMA samples entered the heel/sole areas and generated wear materials by means of abrasions, adhesion, and plastic deformations [1, 8, 23, 24]. As a result, he tested PMMA surfaces provided increased amounts of contingent proofs on the wear advances that were caused by repetitive asperity contacts directing to localized fatigue failures.

Under such wear-in-progress conditions, further skidding (or walking) could be controlled by buildups of displaced wear elements due to a series of tribophysical events such as abrasion, adhesion, mechanical interconnecting, deformation, and/or a concoction of all those events [1, 8, 23, 24]. The moved wear substances would be sheared in the PMMA surfaces along the sliding direction afterwards or possibly during the relocating events [1, 8]. Consequently, the wear fragments and particles seem to be maligned, compressed, ruptured, and started to merge with additional substances with repeated rubbings [1, 8]. Hence, different steps of wear advances and topographic alterations seem to be developed concurrently at discrete sites of the boundary areas between the PMMA and shoe surfaces with additional rubbings (or ambulation). This sequence of wear activities appears to absolutely change surface features of the PMMA samples and ultimately skid-resistance properties.

Findings from this study also delivered firm evidence on advanced information for flooring wear mechanisms such as reverse and communal transfers of wear materials as found in the recent studies [1, 8, 23, 24]. Figure 7 proposes an aggregate wear model for a floor surface skidding against a shoe heel during frequent walking. The model demonstrates that blasted materials from the PMMA surfaces can be transferred into the shoe heel/sole. Since the relocated wear materials to the shoe surface may instigate microscratches on the PMMA surface, the possible source of wear development seems to be caused by displaced wear products. In this process, the entire shoe-floor skidding system would be operated through freshly transferred wear materials between the PMMA surface and polymeric substances.

The wear particles also seemed to be coherent with such a condition, in which the load was sustained by trifling slices of radically work-hardened substances [1, 8, 23, 24]. This type of wear features should be further examined in the future study since the outcomes can be significantly altered if this would be applied to real-world walking situations where recurrent skidding (walking) is performed at the same trails between the floor surfaces and shoe heels/soles. Therefore, information on flooring wear behaviours, characteristics, and mechanisms would be beneficial for the development of new pedestrian flooring materials and floor surface designs in the future.

3.2.3. Verification of the Flooring Wear Model. Many new aspects of flooring wear developments were learnt by observing smooth PMMA surfaces rubbed against three shoes. Flooring wear behaviours were the result of numerous regional interactions against the shoe surfaces so the nature of these events was very complicated to control if they were not investigated at an initial phase of skid-resistance assessments. Although monitoring the surface finishes with roughness parameters was a significant indicator to detect topographic changes of the PMMA specimens, identifying specific surface features responsible for the wear developments of floor surfaces seemed to be regarded as an important first step.

As evidently learned from the findings of this study, wear growths were most likely to inaugurate from the valley areas of floor surfaces. However, this aspect was not fully investigated in the literature. Minor variations in the deep basin areas of the PMMA surfaces seemed to
considerably affect friction and wear mechanisms without causing many changes to the peak areas of surface asperities. Whilst the PMMA surfaces remain essentially unsystematic in their topographic structures, substantial retreats from randomness might occur in those surface structures which were accountable for wear progress. Thus, a diagnostic technique to segregate those topographical aspects is needed to identify their specific roles to flooring wear behaviours.

As proposed in the recent two studies, a flooring wear concept and model was tested by different types of flooring materials: metals, ceramic, terracotta, and vinyl plates [1, 8]. The wear model suggested three probable causes of flooring wear systems: primary- (one-state), secondary- (two-state), and shared-wear modes (multi-state). This idea of wear evolutions also displayed creations and travels of abraded substances between the floor and shoe surfaces.

Overall outcomes from the current study strongly support that local moving of wear substances from the shoe heels/soles to the PMMA surfaces is an important wear process in the shoe-floor skidding system. When the relocated wear products are formed on the PMMA surfaces during the repeated rubbings, an elastic modulus of the transferred wear products seems to be comparable to their bulk material ones. As a result, the localized stresses between the two bodies are reduced and the contact areas are increased.

These factors seem to mainly affect the wear mechanisms amongst the PMMA surfaces and shoe heels and significantly contribute to lessening wear rates following the development of uniformly transferred wear coatings. Hence, it can be confirmed that the proposed flooring wear concept is evenly imperative to appreciating traction performance and its resultant impacts on wear growths of the floor surfaces. This means that, unlike other mechanical characteristics, wear activities of the floor surface are not inherent but are exclusive to skidding arrangements and adaptable by skidding environments such as counterface topographic features and their interactions [1, 8, 27–30].

4. Conclusions

Understanding wear behaviours and mechanisms of floor surfaces with the quantification of slipperiness may allow us to better understand slip-resistance properties, but this issue was not systematically explored. The multifaceted aspects of tribological actions amongst the floors, shoes, and environments require in-depth approaches to provide more accurate assessments and interpretations. In this sense, this study explored friction-induced wear growths of smooth resilient floors and identified their impacts on traction performance.

Laboratory-based skid-resistance tests were conducted between deliberately arranged 4 PMMA samples and 3 shoes. The tested surfaces of each PMMA sample were extensively analyzed by measuring surface profiles and observing surface structures. By understanding wear behaviours and recognizing associated tribophysical characteristics, the present study evidently showed the importance of flooring wear advances and their significant controls on
skid-resistance operations. The following outcomes were summarized:

1. Heavy surface changes of the PMMA samples were uncovered not only in the initial stage but also in the subsequent one of skid-resistance tests.
2. The rubbed PMMA specimens were considerably impacted by skid-resistance performance.
3. Amongst the assessed profile roughness parameters, the $R_{vm}$ parameter (maximum mean depth) of PMMA surfaces experienced the largest variation (>50% on average) after the tests.
4. Large amounts of wear products were accumulated on the tested surface trails, depending upon the formed profile roughness of the PMMA samples.
5. Wear developments of the PMMA surfaces were also progressed by three steps of wear mechanisms: primary- (directly: one-state), secondary- (indirectly: two-state), and shared-wear modes (indirectly: multistate).
6. Overall results also confirmed that flooring wear behaviours could not be distinguished by a solitary wear form because dissimilar types of wear mechanisms were developed upon not only different parts of surface heights but also different stages of dynamic friction measurements.
7. This study identified specific information on wear behaviours, characteristics, and mechanisms for the smooth resilient floors.
8. Outcomes from this study clearly verified the flooring wear concept and model to offer a future guidance on flooring safety evaluation.
9. This evidence would be advantageous for the design improvements and/or developments of new flooring materials for the pedestrian floorings and footpaths to avert fall incidents.

**Nomenclature**

ADFT: After the dynamic friction tests
BDFT: Before the dynamic friction tests
DFC: Dynamic friction coefficient
PMMA: Polymethyl methacrylate
PMMA1: PMMA Sheet No. 1
PMMA2: PMMA Sheet No. 2
PMMA3: PMMA Sheet No. 3
PMMA4: PMMA Sheet No. 4

$R_d$: Centre line average roughness
$R_q$: Root-mean-square roughness
$R_{pm}$: Maximum mean peak height
$R_{vm}$: Maximum mean depth height
$R_{sk}$: Skewness
$R_{kr}$: Kurtosis
$\Delta_a$: Average slope angle
SEM: Scanning electron microscope.
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